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What Does it Mean to Serve?
Fr Bruno Cadoré, Master General of
the Order of Preachers

“What does it mean to serve? There is a link
between obedience and service which constitutes the unity of the Order. St. Dominic
asked his brothers to live a life of obedience
and service. Service of the Order does not
consist in a list of things to do. This obedience inserts us into a common life to be listeners of the Word. The Order’s service is
less a list of things but rather an attitude of
listening. A conversation with God. The love
of those to whom we will speak depends on
the extent of love for the One of whom we are
speaking about. This is holy preaching. This
is a mystery of grace which transforms the
world.
The second point to strengthen us is to remind us that this is a ministry of the Word.
The ministry of the Word means we serve the
Word which is working. We are servants of
the Word. The Word itself is working. We are
servants. The Word knows better than us. We
serve the Word. The Word comes to change
the face of the world for the coming of the
Son of God into His world.

Only one sin is nowadays severely punished: the attentive observance of the traditions of our Fathers.
For that reason the good ones are thrown out of their
places and brought to the desert.
- Saint Basil the Great

The third point is to be at the service of the
salvation of the world. We are preachers to
the world. We are preachers for the salvation
of the world. To do this we must contemplate
the Word. Vatican II put an importance on
talking about God. And, discern the signs of
the times. To identify how this world is work(Continued on page 2)

To Serve
(Continued from previous page)

ing. This world is laboring. We must be joyful and
hopeful. Find what the Grace of the Word is doing
and wants to do in the world. We are like midwives
waiting and watching for the birth of a new world.
Like a midwife, we have to watch the signs of labor
as we wait for the One to come in this world. We
must dare to meet the world in its labor. We wait and
watch in this way – which is the way the Nuns keep
as the heart of the Order – they remind us that the
Order of Preachers is an Order that watches. The

Order is about service to the Church. We are servants of a conversation of God with the world. The
Church is in a permanent state of mission for those
to be in need of the Sacraments. The world is in a
place which is inside-out. We must think about all
those who have not yet had the joy of experiencing
the Face of Christ. It is not ourselves that preach, it
is He who would like to preach with us”.
Address of Fr Bruno Cadoré, Master General of the

Praised be Jesus
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
As you know, Saturday, January 21st, marked the
official closing of our 800th Jubilee. It’s been a wonderful year filled with celebrations, pilgrimages and
many graces from our Lord. These celebrations and
graces culminated last week with a Congress at the
Angelicum in Rome, and a closing Mass presided by
Pope Francis at St. John Lateran. The Master of the
Order requested that the president and DLIPC rep.,
from each province throughout the world, participate
in the Congress.
The Congress was a great event which consisted of
guest speakers, workshops and visits to Santa Maria
sopra Minerva (where St. Catherine is), Santa Maria
Maggiore and Santa Sabina. At Santa Sabina the
Master of the Order celebrated Mass for us. As we
waited for Mass to begin, an Italian Friar pointed to a
side chapel that he said was very special. It was
where St. Dominic spent most of his time when he
wasn’t on the road. He was there so often that the
Friars installed a window at the top of the church
walkway, so they could see him as he was praying.
St. Dominic spent long hours in contemplative prayer in front of the tabernacle.
Praying in that same chapel was a powerful experience. It also re-confirmed our need to return to contemplative prayer. This is the most important aspect
of our vocations as “preachers”, and so we must be
generous with our time in contemplation. This theme
of contemplation was also highlighted by several of
the speakers. During his speech, the Master of the
(Continued on next page)
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Order said, “How I hope the renewal of the Order
would be through each internal renewal so we can
be who we ought to be”. This is really the heart of
everything. To live to our fullest potential we need to
be committed to contemplation and adoration. That’s
how St. Dominic and St. Catherine were able to
reach their full potential. That’s how we’ll be able to
reach ours.
Included are notes from three speakers that were
particularly edifying: The Master of the Order
(above), Sr. Luma, from Iraq, and Sr. Faustina, from
Nigeria.
—Sr. Luma from Iraq
“Proclaiming Christ in a torn country is not easy. The
Dominicans have played a great role in keeping the
Church’s traditions in areas that are displaced by
Isis. Our role is to be witness to Christ’s love to all
peoples there. To be a sign of hope and faith to our
people. 2014 turned into a nightmare when the area
was threatened by Isis. We had to flee on August
6th and went to Kurdistan, which was a haven for
Christians fleeing the Islamic state. Overnight the
Nineveh plain collapsed and Christians became
homeless and poor. Shock, disbelief and chaos. The
Order tried to maintain calm and give hope. We
asked ourselves, what would Jesus do? Then Matthew 25:35 came to us: When I was hungry, when I
was naked, when I was sick. So we answered this
for Jesus. We had hope that God was still with us.
Our faithfulness to daily prayer and Mass gave us
this hope. We were put in displaced persons camps.
We have no rights there. No rights for treatment in
hospitals, for schools for anything. Our people saw
us and our presence gave them hope. Human dignity is the most important thing to maintain. The victims are mostly children. We rented homes in the
area and converted them to kindergartens to give
the children an opportunity to be like kids – to paint
and sing. This was done with the help of Christians
overseas. Finally, we were able to build a school
and were asked to staff it. Huge numbers of displaced persons children – hundreds – enrolled.
There, the faith and tradition are passed on. This is
a sign of hope in the midst of chaos and confusion.
Traditions are important because they help us estab-

lish our identity. People still struggle with who God is
and why He would allow this. We listen to them.
We celebrate Sunday Mass in camps. The priests
had nothing to celebrate Mass. One sister offered
her habit as an altar cloth. We are the Church of
God in these camps. I remember the prophet Ezekiel when he sees the glory of God settle in Babylon,
then he sees the glory of God return to Jerusalem. It
shows that God was with His people wherever they
went. This gives us hope. We first lived in hoped that
we too could return to our homes and churches. But
(Continued on next page)
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now we see that is not possible. Non-Christian
towns betrayed us which is why we had to leave, so
there are concerns about this if we could return.
But Jesus walks with us every day. We hope to continue to be Christians as a light to the nations. It is
love that saves. Our life is serious and the goal is
eternal salvation.
—-

Why are people leaving the Church and going to
evangelicals? What are they looking for? Jesus
taught people using what was familiar to them. We
have no choice but to get involved with the media.
What is to become of the Dominican order 800 years
from now? We must find more practical ways of
bringing the Good News to the World.
We must be people willing to be poured out as a libation for the salvation of souls”.

Sr. Faustina from Nigeria

—-

“As preachers we have to be faithful to the Lord in
contemplation. We are apostles of Truth. We must
reflect on Jesus as a model for preachers. The way
to learn to be preachers is to learn from The Preacher.
We must recognize the gifts of others and harness
them for the mission of salvation. We must prepare
the world for the reign of God. The Holy Spirit is the
principle agent of evangelization.
We must teach about the Christian life. Teach those
who are in poverty of the Word of God.
We cannot be carried away about Dominicans having great minds. Opening the Word and translating
that from our contemplation to others is our true life.
Any Dominican who refuses to contemplate and
preach is a thief.
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A couple of notes:


Michael and I prayed for all the chapters at every
Church. You were with us always. We also lit a
candle for the chapters in Saint Dominic’s chapel
at Santa Sabina and at Santa Maria Sopra Minerva, near St. Catherine. And the blessings we
received at the Masses are extended to our
province.



You can watch the closing Mass with the Holy
Father on you tube: https://youtu.be/4Gl4G88iImI
I’ll post the link to the website along with other
photos and videos.

And, although the Master of the Order requested this
pilgrimage, I didn’t want to burden the provincial
budget with it, so Michael and I paid all our travel
expenses. We prefer the money in the budget be
used for chapter visits, expanding stock for the store
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From the Editor

With this issue Truth Be Told has reached two milestones; remarkably, the 50th issue, and less excitedly, the latest issue release to date. The first is a
small wonder in itself; the second bears a brief explanation.
At the suggestion of Denise Harvey, our Lay Provincial Council president, the January issue was held
until after the March for Life in Washington DC. This
was in order to give chapters an opportunity to report on their participation, and to include those reports in the issue. Besides, today is Candlemas, the
traditional date for the purification of Mary and redemption of Jesus according to the Mosaic Law,
marked at 40 days after the Nativity of our Lord, and
the traditional end of the Christmas Season.
This year my family saved some of the gifts under
the tree and exchanged them with children and
grandchildren on Epiphany to mark that event in Salvation History when the wise men from the East
came to bear witness to the newborn King. For
many years I have talked about doing this, acknowledging that in many parts of the world this is still the
principle day to exchange gifts, but the culturally
conditioned expectations of family, children, and
grandchildren are powerful forces to bend. This year
for the first time we made a tiny bit more room for
Jesus. I guess I shouldn’t have been surprised, it
was well received. Keeping the Christmas tree up
until Candlemas the last few years may have helped
with preparing a different set of expectations.
November saw an unexpected turn with the election
of our new President and promises to be a very interesting year. As a Dominican, I see in our President’s habit of “insensitive speech” the first real opportunity to bring honest and true discussion of issues back into the public square. I don’t expect any
help from the media, but for once perhaps it is also
an opportunity for media, as Vatican II instructed
religious congregations, to return to their roots;
which was good advice for all of us.

ca” is truly remarkable.
But the forces of darkness do not go away after a
tactical defeat, they regroup and attack again and
again until their day of apparent triumph comes.
The lust for power by idealists who want the force
their imagined version of a perfect social order upon
an imperfect human race has always resulted in
widespread devastation and elimination of enemies;
not just Russian Communism (including its spawn)
and European Fascism, but going back the French
Revolution and the deadly response to the Vendeans in their initially successful opposition to religious repression, and before that the response of
English Catholics to the Cromwellian repression of
the Catholic faith. The Lincolnshire Rising and the
Pilgrimage of Grace, both initially successful in their
opposition to religious repression, were brutally suppressed.
If we hear ourselves saying “I just want to worship
as I please and be left in peace” then it is already
too late. That’s the enemy ’s end game, and when it
gets down to it the Church will be extirpated from
this land as it has from all others where it had once
been dominant. Such is the Cross of Christ as the
Body of Christ has lived, nailed to it in this world.
Let us, especially as Dominicans, step forth to speak
with truth and charity, instead of fear before the false
dictates of the culture of death. “Freedom of worship” is an empty shibboleth of communists and our
former president; let us act with the freedom of the
children of God.
Mark Gross,
Editor

Of course, I don’t really expect the media to have a
conversion; in time new media will make that a moot
point. That the Vice President spoke to the March
for Life is a remarkable and unprecedented milestone. That he said “Life is winning again in Ameri-
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The Apostolic Exhortation Amoris Laetitia
Rocco Buttiglione

even eliminate it completely. Consider, for example,
the case of a woman who is completely financially
and mentally dependent on someone and is forced
to have sexual intercourse against her will. Sadly,
such cases are not just theory but a bitter reality,
witnessed more often than one would imagine. What
is lacking here are the subjective conditions for sin
(full knowledge and deliberate consent). The act is
still evil but it does not belong (not entirely anyway)
to the person. In criminal law terms, we are not in
the realm of the theory of crime (whether an act is
good or bad) but of the theory of liability and subjective extenuating circumstances.

The discussion surrounding the Amoris Laetitia has
been expanded and enriched by the contribution of
four eminent cardinals Walter Brandmüller, Raymond L. Burke, Carlo Caffarra and Joachim Meisner, who raise five very important questions.
The four cardinals addressed a letter to the Holy Father, who did not consider it opportune (I believe
rightly so) to respond. They interpreted the Pope’s
silence as “an invitation to continue this composed
and respectful reflection and discussion”. This is precisely why, I am taking the liberty, as a simple layman, to offer my own contribution to the reflection
and discussion. I bring with me my experience as a
husband and father who has read his St. Thomas
and is a regular of the confessional, which I naturally
frequent as a penitent.
The first a question the eminent cardinals ask, is
whether it is in some cases acceptable for absolution to be granted to people who despite being tied
down by a previous marriage, live more uxorio, engaging in sexual intercourse. It seems to me, that
the response should be affirmative given what is
written in the “Amoris Laetitia” and what is stated in
the general principles of moral theology. A clear distinction needs to be made between the act, which
constitutes a grave sin, and the agent, who may find
themselves bound by circumstances that mitigate
their responsibility for the act or in some cases may

This does not mean unmarried people can legitimately engage in sexual activity. Such activity is illegitimate. People can (in some cases) fall into non
mortal but venial sin if full knowledge and deliberate
consent are lacking. But, one could argue, is it not
necessary for a person to have the intention of never sinning again in order to receive absolution? It
certainly is necessary. The penitent must want to
end their irregular situation and commit to acts that
will allow them to actually do so in practice. However, this person may not be able to achieve this detachment and regain self-ownership immediately.
Here, the “situation of sin” concept illustrated by
John Paul II, is important. One cannot plausibly
promise never to commit a certain sin if they live in a
situation in which they are exposed to the irresistible
temptation of committing it. In order to hold fast to
one’s intent, one needs to be committed to coming
out of a situation of sin.
The second doubt is whether John Paul II’s teaching in Veritatis Splendor 79 – on the existence of
intrinsically evil acts that can never and under no
circumstances be good – is still valid. It certainly is,
for the abovementioned reasons. The Amoris Laetitia does not give a different evaluation of the act
but focuses on evaluating levels of subjective responsibility. In criminal law, murder is always outlawed but the method of punishment may vary, and
quite significantly so, depending on the level of subjective responsibility.
The third doubt is about whether it is possible to
state that people living in more uxorio are in a condition of habitual grave sin. It seems to me that the
answer we can give to this is “yes”, as long as we
(Continued on next page)
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distinguish clearly between grave sin and mortal sin,
as the cardinals correctly do. Grave sin is defined by
the object (a grave matter). Mortal sin is defined by
the effect it has on the subject (it kills the soul). All
mortal sins are also grave sins but not all grave sins
are mortal too. Indeed, in some cases it can happen
that a grave matter does not go hand in hand with
full knowledge and deliberate subjective consent.
Canon 915 excludes those persevering in manifest
grave sin from the sacraments irrespective of the
fact (recognised as a possibility) that they may not
be in a condition of mortal sin. Public scandal is, obviously, the reason.
It is clear that the canon in question expresses neither a precept of natural law, nor a precept of divine
law. It is a human ecclesiastical law introduced by a
legitimate authority (the Pope) and can be changed
by this very same legitimate authority. The reason
the Pope has not made any changes to it, is probably to do with the exceptional nature of the cases he
has in mind. That is not to say a legislative clarification may not be opportune in the future. But it is difficult to create one single notion of scandal in a world
that is as varied ours. It would probably be opportune to give episcopal conferences or (better) national or continental synods a wide scope for decision-making in this area.
The fourth doubt is over whether John Paul II’s
teaching in paragraph 81 of the Veritatis Splendor –
the part which says: “circumstances or intentions
can never transform an act intrinsically evil by virtue
of its object into an act "subjectively" good or defensible as a choice” - is still valid. This teaching certainly remains valid today. Cohabitation more uxorio,
no matter what the intentions and circumstances, is
always wrong and contradicts God’s plan. It is a
wound, a serious wound to a person’s moral virtue.
Is it always a mortal wound? No, this grave wound is
not always mortal too. The circumstances do not
change the nature of the act but can change the
judgment regarding the person’s responsibility. The
Amoris Laetitia reminds us of an entirely traditional
doctrine, which John Paul II never intended to deny:
there are different degrees of evil and some sins are
more serious than others. A sinner must always recognise their own wrongdoing and express the willingness to atone. However, the sacrament is not
necessarily a prize to be set aside for the end of this

journey. Under the aforementioned conditions, it can
also be a medicine that affords strength along said
journey.
The fifth doubt is whether the teaching of Veritatis
Splendor in paragraph no. 56 is still valid. This paragraph says that conscience does not have a creative
role and cannot justify exceptions to absolute moral
norms. In this case too, it seems to me the answer is
“yes”. The moral conscience recognises truth but
does not create it, it cannot establish a rule that is
wholly or partially divergent from the rule of natural
law. The Amoris Laetitia does not state an exception
to the norm. Adultery is a sin and the penitent must
always recognise their own share of the blame and
work towards normalising their situation. They simply may not be entirely to blame for their inability to
fully adhere to the principles of justice and may for
this reason find themselves in a situation of sin but
not mortal sin. When the sacrament is administered
to those who find themselves in a situation of grave
but not mortal sin, this is not an invitation to cut short
their journey towards moral virtue as a result of selfsatisfaction. Rather, it is an incentive to continue
along this path.
Had Zacchaeus not been in a condition to pay back
the sum he had stolen fourfold, either because he
had squandered it or simply because he didn’t have
the generosity of heart to do so but only paid back
half of the ill-gotten gains, would he have respected
God’s will? Yes, as far as his half is concerned, no
as far as the other half is concerned. Similarly, those
who resume the path of faith and truth and partially
make amends for their mistakes can rest assured
that they are acting according to God’s will as long
as they continue praying to Him that He may grant
them the grace to continue along the path of penitence until it is complete. Along this path, justice and
mercy are like two wayfarers who support each other along the way or like two spouses who together
seek to educate their children to live a full human
and Christian life.
It seems obvious to me, therefore, that the Amoris
Laetitia is perfectly in keeping with the doctrine and
sacred tradition of the Church and does not in any
way contradict the theological teaching of the Veritatis Splendor, John Paul II’s magisterium (as well as
the magisterial of his predecessors and successors),
(Continued on next page)
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opposes the relativist approach of those who claim
that the virtue or evil of a given action depends on
the conscience of the person who performs it but
recognises that the subjective elements of the action
need to be taken into account when judging the responsibility of the person, i.e. (to use the words of
the catechism I studied as a child) “full knowledge
and deliberate consent”.

Refusing to see this would be to drift away from the
fullness of Catholic truth. This truth is damaged by a
situation ethics that ignores the fact that human actions have an intrinsic value making them either
good or bad. But it is also impoverished by an objectivistic (not objective) ethics that refuses to see the
subjective side to an action on which the level of the
agent’s responsibility depends.
Rocco Buttiglione is an Italian philosopher, politician

Bishop Schneider has spoken the final word on Amoris Laetitia
The Non-Negotiable Greatness of Christian Marriage
When Our Lord Jesus Christ preached the eternal
truth two thousand years ago, the culture, that is the
reigning spirit of that time, was radically opposed to
him. Specifically it was religious syncretism, the
gnosticism of the intellectual elites and the moral
permissiveness of the masses, especially with respect to the institution of matrimony. “He was in the
world, but the world knew him not” (John 1:10).
The majority of the people of Israel, and in particular
the high priests, the scribes, and the Pharisees, had
rejected the Magisterium of the divine revelation of
Christ and even the proclamation of the absolute
indissolubility of marriage. “He came unto his own,
and his own received him not.” (John 1: 11). The
entire mission of the Son of God on earth consisted
in revealing the truth: “For this came I into the world;
that I should give testimony to the truth” (John 18:
37).
Our Lord Jesus Christ died on the Cross to save
mankind from sin, offering himself in a perfect and
pleasing sacrifice of praise and of expiation to God
the Father. The redemptive death of Christ also contains the testimony that he gave in all of His words.
Christ was ready to die for the truth of any one of His
words: “You seek to kill me, a man who has told you
the truth which I heard from God . . . Why do you not
understand what I say? It is because you cannot
bear to hear my word. You are of your father the
devil, and your will is to do your father’s desires. He
was a murderer from the beginning, and has nothing
to do with the truth, because there is no truth in him.

When he lies, he speaks according to his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies. But, because I tell the truth, you do not believe me. Which
of you convicts me of sin? If I tell the truth, why do
you not believe me?” (John 8: 40, 43-46). The willingness of Jesus to die for the truth included all of
the truth he had announced, certainly including the
truth of the absolute indissolubility of marriage.
Jesus Christ is the restorer of the indissolubility and
of the original sanctity of marriage not only by
means of His divine word, but in a more radical way
by means of His redemptive death, with which He
has elevated the created and natural dignity of matrimony to the dignity of a sacrament. “Christ loved the
(Continued on next page)
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church and gave himself up for her . . . For no man
ever hates his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, as Christ does the church, because we are
members of his body. ‘For this reason a man shall
leave his father and mother and be joined to his
wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’ This is a
great mystery, and I mean in reference to Christ and
the church!” (Eph. 5: 25, 29-32). For this reason the
following words of the preaching of the Church are
applied also to matrimony: “O God, Who in creating
man didst exalt his nature very wonderfully and yet
more wonderfully didst establish it anew” (Tridentine
Mass, Offertory Rite).
The Apostles and their successors, in first place the
Roman Pontiffs, successors of Peter, have devoutly
guarded and faithfully transmitted the non-negotiable
doctrine of the Incarnate Word regarding the sanctity
and indissolubility of marriage also with regard to
pastoral practice. This doctrine of Christ is expressed in the following affirmation of the Apostle:
“Marriage honourable in all, and the bed undefiled.
For fornicators and adulterers God will judge” (Heb.
13: 4) and “To the married I give charge, not I but
the Lord, that the wife should not separate from her
husband (but if she does, let her remain single . . .)
— and that the husband should not divorce his
wife” (1 Cor. 7: 10-11). This inspired word of the Holy Spirit was always proclaimed in the Church for two
thousand years, serving as a binding directive and
as an indispensable norm for the sacramental discipline and the practical lives of the faithful.

pastoral accompaniment and discernment that does
not communicate to the adulterous person, the socalled divorced and remarried, the divinelyestablished obligation to live in continence as a sine
qua non condition for admission to the sacraments,
exposes itself in reality as an arrogant clericalism, as
there does not exist any clericalism so pharisaical as
that which arrogates to itself rights reserved to God.
One of the most ancient and unequivocal testimonies of the immutable practice of the Roman Church
of rejecting adulterous unions by way of the sacramental discipline–unions of members of the faithful
who are still linked to a legitimate spouse in a matrimonial bond—is the author of a penitential catechesis known by the pseudonymous title of the Shepherd of Hermas. The catechesis was written, in all
probability, by a Roman priest at the beginning of
the second century, as indicated by the literary form
of an “apocalypse” or account of a vision.

The commandment to not remarry following a separation from a legitimate spouse is not fundamentally
a positive or canonical norm of the Church, but is the
word of God, as the Saint Paul the apostle taught:
“Not I but the Lord commandeth” (1 Cor. 7: 10). The
Church has proclaimed uninterruptedly this word,
prohibiting the validly-married faithful from attempting marriage with a new partner. In consequence,
the Church, in accordance with reason, divine and
human, does not have the authority to approve,
even implicitly, a more uxorio (conjugal) union outside of a valid marriage, admitting such adulterous
people to Holy Communion.

The second dialogue between Hermas and the angel of penance who appears to him in the form of a
shepherd, demonstrates with admirable clarity the
immutable doctrine and practice of the Catholic
Church in this area: “What, O lord, will the husband
do if his wife persists in this lust of adultery?”
“Separate from her and the husband remains on his
own. If after having left his wife he marries another
woman, he also commits adultery.” “If, O lord, the
wife, after she has been abandoned, repents and
wishes to return to her husband, will she not be restored?” “Yes, he says, and if the husband does not
receive her he sins and becomes guilty of a great
fault. He should, instead, receive the one who has
sinned and has repented. . . . Because of the possibility of such repentance, the husband should not
remarry. This directive applies both to the wife and
to the husband. Not only is there adultery if one corrupts one’s own flesh, but also the one who acts
similarly to the pagans is an adulterer. . . . For that
reason it was ordained that one remain alone, for
both the woman and the man. One can repent . . .
but he who has sinned must not sin
again” (Shepherd of Hermas, Fourth Commandment, 1).

An ecclesiastical authority that issues norms or pastoral guidance that provides for such admission, arrogates to itself a right that God has not given it. A

We know that the first great clerical sin was the sin
of the high priest Aaron, when he acceded to the
impertinent request of sinners and permitted them to
(Continued on next page)
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venerate the idol of the golden calf (Cf. Ex. 32: 4),
substituting in this particular case for the First Commandment of the Decalogue of God, that is, substituting the sinful will of man for the will and the word
of God. Aaron justified his act of exacerbated clericalism by recourse to mercy and his understanding
of the needs of man. The Sacred Scripture says exactly this: “Moses saw that the people had broken
loose (for Aaron had let them break loose, to their
shame among their enemies)” (Ex. 32: 25).
This first clerical sin is repeating itself today in the
life of the Church. Aaron had given permission to sin
against the First Commandment of the Decalogue of
God and to be able, at the same time, to be serene
and content in doing so, and the people indeed were
dancing. This was a case of joyful idolatry: “The people sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to
play” (Ex. 32: 6). Instead of the First Commandment , as it was in the time of Aaron, many clerics,
even at the highest levels, substitute in our day, for
the Sixth Commandment, the new idol of sexual relations between people who are not validly married,

which is, in a certain sense, the Golden Calf venerated by the clerics of our day.
The admission of such people to the sacrament
without asking them to live in continence as a sine
qua non condition, means fundamentally a permission to not observe, in such a case, the Sixth Commandment. Such clerics, like new “Aarons,” appease such people, saying that they can be serene
and joyful, that is, that they can continue in the joy of
adultery because of a new “via caritatis” (way of
charity) and because of the “maternal” sense of the
Church, and that they can even receive the nourishment of the Eucharist. With such pastoral guidance
the new “Aaronic” clerics make of the Catholic people the mockery of their enemies, that is, of the unbelieving and immoral world, which will be able really to say, for example:
“In the Catholic Church one can have a new partner
besides one’s own spouse, and the union with her is
permitted in practice.”
“In the Catholic Church there is allowed, as a consequence, a kind of polygamy.”

The religion of Christian Faith is greatly diminished;
we be very few; and where as sometime we were
spread almost through the world, now we be thrust
down into a very straight angle or corner. Our enemies held away from us Asia and Africa, two of the
greatest parts of the world. Also, they hold from us
a great portion of this part, called Europe, which we
now inhabit, so that scant the sixth part that we had
in possession before is left unto us. Besides this,
our enemies daily lay await to have this little portion. There fore, good Lord, without Thy help, the
name of Christian men shall utterly be destroyed
and fordone. . . . Therefore, merciful Lord, exercise
Thy mercy, show it indeed upon Thy Church, quia
tempus est miserendi ejus. If there be many righteous people in Thy Church militant, hear us,
wretched sinners, for the love of them; be merciful
unto Zion, that is to say, to all Thy Church. If in Thy
Church be but a few righteous persons, so much
the more is our wretchedness, and the more need
we have of Thy mercy.
And Abraham said what if ten [just men] be found
there, and He said I will not destroy it for the sake
of ten. GEN. xviii. 32.

“In the Catholic Church the observance of the Sixth
Commandment of the Decalogue, so hated by part
of our modern ecological and enlightened society,
can have legitimate exceptions.”
“The principle of the moral progress of modern man,
according to which the legitimacy of sexual acts outside of marriage must be accepted, is finally recognized to be accepted in an implicit way in the Catholic Church, which had always been retrograde, rigid,
and opposed to the joy of love and of the moral progress of modern man.”
This is how the enemies of Christ and of the divine
truth are beginning to speak, those who are the true
enemies of the Church. By the work of the new Aaronic clericalism the admission of those who unrepentantly practice adultery makes the children of the
Catholic Church the mockery of their adversaries.
The fact that the saint who first gave his life as a testimony of Christ was Saint John the Baptist, the Precursor of the Lord, always remains a great lesson
and a serious warning to pastors and to the faithful
(Continued on next page)
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of the Church. John the Baptist’s testimony of Christ
consisted in defending without a shadow of doubt or
ambiguity the indissolubility of marriage, and in condemning adultery. The history of the Catholic Church
is glorious in the luminous examples set by those
who have followed the example of Saint John the
Baptist or have, like him, given the testimony of their
blood, suffering persecutions and personal disadvantages. These examples must guide especially
the pastors of the Church of our day, because they
do not cede to the classic clerical temptation to seek
to please man more than the holy and exacting will
of God, a will that is simultaneously loving and very
wise.
Through the numerous ranks of so many imitators of
St. John the Baptist as martyrs and confessors of
the indissolubility of marriage, we may remember
only some of the most significant. The first great testimony was that of Pope St. Nicholas I, dubbed the
“Great.” It was an encounter in the ninth century between Pope Nicholas I and Lothair II, the king of Lorraine. Lothair, initially united, but not espoused, to
an aristocrat by the name of Waldrada, then having
been united in matrimony with the noble Theutberga
for political reasons and having then separated from
her and having married his previous companion,
wanted the Pope at all costs to recognize the validity
of his second marriage. But although Lothair enjoyed the support of the bishops of his region and
the support of the emperor Ludwig, who arrived to

It is no good to tell an atheist that he is an atheist;
or to charge a denier of immortality with the infamy
of denying it; or to imagine that one can force an
opponent to admit he is wrong, by proving that he is
wrong on somebody else’s principles, but not on his
own. After the great example of St. Thomas, the
principle stands, or ought always to have stood established; that we must either not argue with a man
at all, or we must argue on his grounds and not
ours. We may do other things instead of arguing,
according to our views of what actions are morally
permissible; but if we argue we must argue “on the
reasons and statements of the philosophers themselves.”
Chesterton, The “Dumb Ox,” op. cit., 95-96.

invade Rome with his army, Nicholas I did not cede
to his demands and did not at all recognize his second marriage as legitimate.
RELATED: Who are these four cardinals who wrote
the ‘dubia’ to the Pope?
Lothair II, the king of Lorraine, after having rejected
and shut up his consort Theutberga in a monastery,
was living with a certain Waldrada, and having resorted to calumny, threats, and torture, asked local
bishops for a divorce so he could marry her. The
bishops of Lorraine, in the Synod of Aachen of 862,
ceding to the machinations of the king, accepted the
confession of infidelity of Theutberga, without taking
into account that it had been extorted by violence.
Lothair II then married Waldrada, who became the
queen. There followed an appeal of the deposed
queen to the Pope, who intervened against the consenting bishops, provoking disobedience, excommunication, and retaliation on the part of two of them,
who turned to the Emperor Ludwig II, brother of Lothair.
The Emperor Ludwig decided to act with force and
at the beginning of 864 he came to Rome with arms,
invading the Leonine City with his soldiers, even
breaking up religious processions. Pope Nicholas
was forced to leave the Lateran and to take refuge in
St. Peter’s Basilica, and the Pope declared that he
was ready to die rather than permit a living arrangement more uxorio outside of a valid marriage. In the
end the emperor ceded to the heroic constancy of
the pope and accepted his decrees, even constraining the two archbishops in rebellion, Gunther of Cologne and Theutgard of Trier, to accept the decision
of the pope.
Cardinal Walter Brandmüller gives the following
assesment of this emblematic event in the history of
the Church: “In the case we have examined, this
means that that, regarding the dogma of the unity, of
the sacramentality, and of the indissolubility of a
marriage between two baptized people, there is no
way back if not – inevitable and therefore to be rejected – of considering it to be an error which must
be corrected. The way of acting of Nicholas I in the
dispute regarding the new marriage of Lothair II, as
conscious of principle as it was inflexible and fearless, constitutes an important milestone on the road
(Continued on next page)
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to affirming the doctrine regarding marriage in the
Germanic cultural context. The fact that this Pope,
like various of his successors on similar occasions,
proved himself to be the advocate of the dignity of
the person and of the liberty of the weak – in general
they were women – has made Nicholas I worthy of
the respect of historiographers, of the crown of sanctity, and of the title of ‘Great.’”
Another shining example of confessors and martyrs
regarding the indissolubility of marriage is offered by
three historical figures involved in the affair of the
divorce of Henry VIII, King of England. They are
Cardinal St. John Fisher, St. Thomas More, and
Cardinal Reginald Pole.
When it became known for the first time that Henry
VIII was looking for a way to divorce his legitimate
wife Catherine of Aragon, the bishop of Rochester,
John Fisher, publicly opposed such efforts. St. John
Fisher is the author of seven publications in which
he condemns the imminent divorce of Henry VIII.
The Primate of England, Cardinal Wolsey, and all of
the bishops of the country, with the exception of the
bishop of Rochester, John Fisher, supported the attempt of the king to dissolve his first and valid marriage. Perhaps they did it for pastoral motives and
for advancing the possibility of a pastoral accompaniment and discernment.
Instead, Bishop John Fisher had enough courage to
make a very clear declaration in the House of Lords
affirming that the marriage was legitimate, that a divorce would be illegal and that the king did not have
the right to take this route. In the same session of
Parliament the famous Act of Succession was approved, which required all of the citizens to take the
oath of succession, recognizing the children of Henry and Anne Boleyn as the legitimate heirs of the
throne, under penalty of being guilty of high treason.
Cardinal Fisher refused the oath, was imprisoned in
1534 in the Tower of London and in the following
year was decapitated.
Cardinal Fisher had declared that no power, human
or divine, could dissolve the marriage of the king and
queen, because marriage was indissoluble and that
he was ready to give his life gladly for that truth. Cardinal Fisher noted that in such circumstances that
John the Baptist had not seen any other way to die
more gloriously than to die for the cause of mar-

riage, notwithstanding the fact that marriage was not
so sacred at that time as it would become when
Christ spilled His Blood to sanctify matrimony.
In at least two accounts of his trial, St. Thomas More
observed that the true cause of the hostility of Henry
VIII against him was the fact that Thomas More did
not believe that Anne Boleyn was the wife of Henry
VIII. One of the causes of the imprisonment of
Thomas More was his refusal to affirm by oath the
validity of the marriage between Henry VIII and
Anne Boleyn. At that time, in contrast to ours, no
Catholics believed that an adulterous relationship
could be, in particular circumstances or for pastoral
motives, treated as if it were a true marriage.
Reginald Pole, future cardinal, was a distant cousin
of King Henry VIII, and in his youth had received
from him a generous scholarship. Henry VIII offered
him the archbishopric of York if he would support
him in the cause of his divorce. So Pole would have
had to be an accomplice in the disrespect that Henry
VIII had for marriage. During a conversation with the
king in the royal palace, Reginald Pole told him that
he could not approve his plans, for the salvation of
the soul of the king and because of his own conscience. No one, up to that moment, had dared to
oppose the king to his face. When Reginald Pole
pronounced these words, the king became enraged
to the point of pulling out his knife. Pole thought in
that moment that the king was going to stab him. But
the candid simplicity with which Pole had spoken as
if he had pronounced a message from God, and his
courage in the presence of a tyrant, saved his life.
Some clerics at that time suggested to Cardinal
Fisher, Cardinal Pole, and Thomas More, that they
should be more “realistic” regarding the matter of the
irregular and adulterous union of Henry VIII with
Anne Boleyn and less “black and white” and that
perhaps it would be possible to carry out a brief canonical process to certify the nullity of the first marriage. In this way it would be possible to avoid
schism and to prevent Henry VIII from committing
further grave and monstrous sins. However, there is
a great problem with such reasoning: the entire testimony of the revealed word of the divine and uninterrupted tradition of the Church say that the reality of
the indissolubility of a true marriage cannot be repu(Continued on next page)
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diated, nor can an adultery consolidated by time be
tolerated, whatever the circumstances may be.
A last example of the testimony of the so-called
“black” cardinals is the affair of the divorce of Napoleon I, a noble and glorious example of members of
the College of Cardinals for all time. In 1810, Cardinal Ercole Consalvi, then the Secretary of State, refused to attend the celebration of the marriage between Napoleon and Mary Louise of Austria, given
that the pope had not been able to express himself
regarding the invalidity of the first union between the
Emperor and Joséphine of Beauharnais. Furious,
Napoleon ordered that the goods of Consalvi of the
other twelve cardinals be confiscated and that they
be deprived of their rank. These cardinals would
then have had to dress like normal priests and were
therefore nicknamed “black cardinals.” Cardinal
Consalvi recounted the affair of the thirteen “black”
cardinals in his memoirs:
"On the same day we were obligated to cease to
use the insignia of cardinals and to dress in black,
from which came the denominations of “Black” and
of “Red,” by which the two parts of the College were
distinguished. . . . It was a miracle that, in his initial
fury the Emperor ordered three of the thirteen cardinals to be shot, that is Opizzoni, me, and a third,
whose identity is not known (perhaps it was Cardinal
di Pietro), and then when it was limited to me alone,
it wasn’t carried out.
Then Cardinal Consalvi recounts in more detail:
“After much deliberation between us thirteen, it was
concluded that, regarding the invitation of the Emperor, that we had respect for marriage, that we
would not attend, that is, neither the ecclesiastical
[wedding] for the reason given above, nor in the civil
[wedding] because we did not believe that it was appropriate for a cardinal to authorize, with his presence, the new legislation, which separates such an
act from so-called nuptial benediction, [and that] despite the supposition that the act had been disconnected from its previous association, we did not believe it to have been disconnected legitimately. We
decided therefore to not attend. When the civil marriage was done in Saint-Cloud we thirteen did not
attend. The day arrived in which the ecclesiastical
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marriage was to be done. The seats were prepared
for all of the cardinals, the hope not being lost up to
the last moment that all would attend at least the
event that most interested the Court. But the thirteen
cardinals did not attend. The other fourteen cardinals attended. . . . When the Emperor entered into
the chapel, his first glance was towards the place
where the cardinals were and, upon seeing only
fourteen, his face had such an expression of anger,
that all of the attendees clearly took notice of it.”
“Thus arrived the day of the showdown. After bringing all of the thirteen cardinals to the Ministry of Worship, we were led into that chamber where we also
met the Minister of Police, Fouché. Upon our entrance, Minister Fouché, who was at the hearth and
whom I approached to greet, told me in a low voice:
“I foretold it to you, Lord Cardinal, that the consequences would be terrible: what pierces me is to see
you among the victims.” The Minister of Cult began
to speak and accused the cardinal and his twelve
colleagues of being involved in a conspiracy. Regarding that crime, prohibited and punished with the
greatest severity under existing law, he found himself in the unpleasant necessity of showing the orders of His Majesty to our gaze, which were reduced
to these three things, to wit: first, that our goods, not
only ecclesiastical, but also patrimonial, would be
removed from us from that movement on and confiscated; second, we were forbidden to use the insignia
of cardinals or of any uniform appropriate to our dignity any longer, because His Majesty no longer considered us to be cardinals; third, that His Majesty
reserved to himself from now on the right to decide
regarding our persons, some of which made us understand that we might be placed on trial. . . . On the
same day therefore we found ourselves obligated to
not make use of the insignia of cardinals and to
dress in black, from which then arose the name of
the Blacks and the Reds, by which the two parts of
the College were distinguished.”
May the Holy Spirit raise up, among all of the members of the Church, from the most simple and humble of the faithful to the Supreme Pastor, always
more numerous and courageous defenders of the
truth of the indissolubility of marriage and of the corresponding immutable practice of the Church, even
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Suspense of the Magisterium?
Fr John Hunwicke
"temporary Suspense of the functions of the Ecclesia docens", or, as we might say nowadays, "of the
Magisterium".
Newman used this phrase as a historical describer
("as a matter of fact"). With the falling away of so
many bishops from orthodoxy, it was, he meant, a
matter of historical fact that their function of teaching
the Truth was not being discharged. His words were
misunderstood by critics ... he was rarely short of
those ... as implying that the bishops had lost their
capacity to function Magisterially: in other words, his
statement was taken theologically. He carefully disavowed this dangerous notion, which, if you think
about it, does possess some of the features of the
modern Sedevacantist heresy. In fact, Newman
carefully distinguished between Suspense of the
Magisterium, meaning that the Magisterial officers of
the Church were not performing their function, and
Suspension of the Magisterium, which in his view
would mean that they had lost their function. The
latter he would never assert, and neither should we
even think of suggesting it.

Readers will have read the Letter of Bishop Schneider (Rorate), and observed the powerful use he
makes of the parallels between our present problems; and the period of the Arian conflict, during
which apostasy even reached as high as the man
who at that time also occupied the Throne of S Peter. And readers will recall my own advice to study
that self-same period, and to do so through the
prism of Blessed John Henry Newman, for whose
respectability as a testis fidei his recent canonization
vouches. I believe that it is important, especially for
clerics and seminarians, to take this period and this
subject very seriously, because we need some
sound anchoring in reality and Tradition and in approved writers. It is not good enough to be angry or
upset and to flail helplessly around without any bearings. That way lies the risk that the Enemy will trap
us into unbelief or a heresy such as Sedevacantism.
Mgr Schneider has led the way with his extensive
quotations from the Fathers, especially S Hilary 'the
Athanasius of the West', and from S Thomas Aquinas and B John Henry. I will now take up again the
point which I explored last time I entered upon this
topic: the thought of Blessed John Henry Newman
which he encapsulated in a bold phrase: the
Truth Be Told 50

This is an extremely important distinction for us to
make today. In my last piece on this subject, I suggested that Jorge Bergoglio's formal refusal to respond to the Five Dubia constituted a formal entry
into a period of Temporary Suspense of the function
of his Petrine Magisterium. It is a suspense freely
chosen by him which he can end at any moment he
chooses by giving the clarifications called for, thus
"strengthening his brethren" and "devoutly guarding
and faithfully setting forth the Tradition received
through the Apostles, the Deposit of the Faith". What
joy, unalloyed joy, this happy event would cause;
what cries of ad multos annos! Petrus per Franciscum locutus est!
Meanwhile, intelligent thought about the practical
and theological implications of the present difficult
situation seem to me very much in order. But not
only thought.
Let us hope, and pray earnestly to our Lady of Fatima, our Lady of Victories, that we shall never have
to adopt and adapt the agonized cry of S Hilary, cited by Bishop Schneider, "Anathema tibi a me dictum
praevaricator Liberi!"
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Additional Resources
Pope Francis










Encyclical Lumen Fidei (Link)
Encyclical Laudato Si’ (Link)
Exhortation Amoris Lætitia (Link)
The Holy See (Link)
Vatican Radio (Link)
Vatican Information Service (Link)
L’Osservatore Romano (Link)
Fides News Agency (Link)
CDF on Communion for Divorced-Remarried (Link)

Western Province
 Preaching Blog (Link)
 Student Blog (Link)
 Novice Blog (Link)


The Internet Archive, digital books online (Link)

- Dominican Supplies
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The stories [] make for inspirational and fascinating reading. They reveal how an honest search for the true
Church of Christ led twelve different Byzantine Orthodox
pilgrims to embrace the See of Rome as ‘the pearl of
great price.’ While several books in recent years have
traced the road to Rome on the part of Protestant and
Evangelical Christians, this is the first book that I know of
that shows how prayer and study—along with the guidance of the Holy Spirit—have led some outstanding Orthodox intellectuals to enter full Catholic communion.
The consecration of Fatima to the conversion of Russia to
Catholicism might not sit well with certain Catholic ecumenists who do not believe that Catholic should be seeking ‘converts’ among the Eastern Orthodox. If, though, the
Blessed Mother wishes Russia to convert to full Catholic
unity who are these ecumenists to protest? The twelve
stories in this book are stories of ‘Heralds of Catholic Russia.’ they reveal how the Holy Spirit was moving in the
hearts and minds of Byzantine Orthodox Christians during
19th and 20th centuries to show how full communion with
the See of Rome is the will of Christ and His all-holy
Mother. These heralds point to a Catholic Russia, a Russia which will be a great blessing to the universal mission
of the Catholic Church.
Robert L. Fastiggi, PhD, Professer of Systematic Theology, Sacred Heart Major Seminary, Detroit, Michigan
“Heralds of a Catholic Russia: Twelve Spiritual Pilgrims From
Byzantium to Rome” ($19.95) can be obtained by ordering from
the author: James Likoudis, P.O.Box 852, Montour Falls, N.Y.
14865
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Divine Vengence on Heresy
Ven Arthur Bell, OSF, on the Scaffold
"Dear countrymen, give ear to me, and as you desire to
be delivered from your present miseries put an end to
your sins; for without doubt your enormous crimes are the
cause of the calamities under which you groan. But above
all I exhort you to renounce heresy, in which you have
been so long engaged ; for this (with grief I speak it) has
cut you off like putrid members from the body of Christ,
and like dead branches from the tree of His Church. But if
you resolve to persist in loving darkness more than light,
long afflictions will attend you, and certainly many calamities and miseries threaten this city and the whole kingdom
unless they desist from persecuting priests and Catholics.
See and consider, I beseech you, the afflictions with
which God has begun visibly to punish you, and be assured that all these punishments are tokens of His love,
and a proof that He would not destroy you but as it were
by constraint. I repeat, these chastisements, civil wars,
and calamities are inflicted to bring you from shipwreck
into the haven of the Catholic Church. Abuse, then, no
longer His mercy, nor force him to destroy you by obstinacy in your evils.
Know thou and see that it is an evil and a bitter thing to
have left the Lord thy God. JER. ii. 19.
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Feast of the Purification (Candlemas)

Today is a day of purification, renewal, and hope.
On this day, exactly 40 days after Christmas, we
commemorate Mary's obedience to the Mosaic law
by submitting herself to the Temple for the ritual purification, as commanded in Leviticus (Leviticus 12:2
-8, Luke 2:22-24).
Mary, of course, didn't need this purification -- which
Catholic women imitate, in a sense, with the rite of
the Churching of Women -- but she submitted out of
obedience to the Law. Also, as the Lukan verses
revealed, Our Lady and St. Joseph presented Jesus
to the Temple for His "redemption," also per the Law
(Exodus 13:2, 12-13, Numbers 18:15-16).
This "redeeming of the firstborn," known as pidyon
ha-ben in Hebrew, is why this day is also known as
"Feast of the Presentation." Now, there are two
things here to carefully note:


Note that "firstborn" means "the first male child
that opens the womb," not "the first of a series of
children born." Therefore, the Protestant objections to Mary's eternal virginity based on references to Jesus as "firstborn" are totally without
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foundation.


Note also that the Holy Family must've been
poor as Our Lady offered birds rather than the
lamb, as the Leviticus verses above indicate is
the way of the poor.

Also
commemorated
on
this
"Feast
of
Light" ("Lichtmess" in German) or "Feast of the Candles" ("Candelaria" in Spanish, and "La Fête de la
Chandeleur" in French) is the prophecy of Holy Simeon -- the "just and devout" man of Jerusalem who
was inspired by the Holy Ghost to know that he
would live to see the "consolation of Jerusalem" -and the encounter with the aged widow, Anna the
Prophetess, who lived in the Temple and confessed
Christ upon meeting Him. These two are described
by St. Methodius (b. 826) in symbolic terms.
It was Simeon to whom Mary presented Jesus, and
in his prophecy to her, he told Mary her heart would
be pierced with a sword, a prophecy found in the
second chapter of the Gospel according to St. Luke
(2:34-35)
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A Meditation on the Brevity of Life, As Seen in a Video
Msgr. Charles Pope

Lord, relent! Is your anger forever?
Show pity to your servants.

My cousin, John Clem, died suddenly last week at
the age of 52. It was likely a pulmonary embolism.
The suddenness of his death shocked and deeply
saddened many. He was dearly loved and was a
great servant of God and man in the Charlottesville,
Virginia area.

In the morning, fill us with your love;
we shall exult and rejoice all our days.
Give us joy to balance our affliction
for the years when we knew misfortune.

At the funeral today, my mind drifted back to a photo
album my father once assembled not long before his
death. In the frontispiece he inscribed a passage
from Psalm 103:
But as for man, his days are like the grass,
or as the flower of the field.
The wind blows and he is gone,
And his place never sees him anymore.
Indeed, our lives do pass swiftly. I often think about
the many men who once lived in my rectory, this
place that never sees them anymore. One day, I too
will be swept from here, becoming a distant memory
peering out from some old photographs in the archive.

Show forth your work to your servants;
let your glory shine on their children.
Let the favor of the Lord be upon us.
Yes, lines like these went through my mind at the
funeral and also this past weekend as I saw this
beautiful video—a commercial, really. The short video below shows the span of one woman’s life, some
seventy years, in less than two minutes. How quickly
she moves through the stages of her life, from infancy to her golden years!
At the end of the video, the woman walks off into the
distance as the setting sun casts its orange and gold
rays. Here, too, I recalled the moving lines of an old
hymn:

In Psalm 90 there are some other painfully beautiful
lines:
O Lord, you have been our refuge
from one generation to the next.
Before the mountains were born
or the earth or the world brought forth,
you are God, without beginning or end.
You turn men back to dust
and say, “Go back, sons of men.”
To your eyes a thousand years
are like yesterday, come and gone,
no more than a watch in the night.

The golden evening brightens in the west;
Soon, soon to faithful warriors comes their rest;
Sweet is the calm of paradise the blessed.
Alleluia.
Our years number seventy—or perhaps eighty for
those who are strong. Or as the old Douay beautifully put it, The days of our years are threescore and
ten. But if in the strong they be fourscore …

You sweep men away like a dream,
like the grass which springs up in the morning.
In the morning it springs up and flowers:
by evening it withers and fades. …
Our life is over like a sigh.
Our span is seventy years,
or eighty for those who are strong.
Make us know the shortness of our life
that we may gain wisdom of heart.
Truth Be Told 50

video at: https://youtu.be/jYOsWWKHZVw
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Miraculous recovery attributed to Blessed Pier Giorgio Frassati A young man's unexplained
recovery may be the miracle that leads to the future saint's canonization

In 2011, Kevin Becker fell from the second floor of a
house he shared with a couple of college roommates, fracturing his skull in five places and damaging every lobe of his brain. After an emergency operation he lay stable but unresponsive for nine days.
The doctors thought he wouldn’t live; and if he did
he would suffer from gross cognitive deficits.
Less than three weeks after his injury he was
wheeled to the door of the hospital, where he stood
up, slung his bag over his shoulder, and walked to
the car … tossing a football with his brother.
This is not the usual way.
A week after his injury, the doctors were talking of
putting him into a medically induced coma, a lastditch effort. Days later he opened his eyes, and was
soon speaking, standing, and walking normally.
After Kevin left the hospital he went to physical rehab, and found that he was five steps ahead of the
others there, including those who had been in recovery for six months to a year. On October 11th he
took a battery of cognitive tests, and completed
them in just two hours rather than the usual six. A
month later, his doctor asked him how he thought
he’d done. He answered, as he says he would have
answered about any test he took, “I think I did OK.”
The doctor told him he’d done “not just OK,” but as
though he’d never been injured. He was cleared to
return to college where he finished his degree; he
now works making loans to small businesses.
Again, this is not the usual way.
I had the pleasure of hearing Kevin Becker speak
about his experiences on October 29th of this year,
at a celebration of the 800-Year Jubilee of the Dominican Order. During his coma, he remembers
waking up in the house he shared with his friends,
and hearing someone downstairs. That was odd; he
says he’s always the first one up. He investigated,
and in the living room he found a young man he didn’t know.
“Who are you?”
“I’m George, your new roommate.”
“That can’t be. I already have two roommates.”
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“They aren’t around anymore.”
“Oh.”
He then spent a long timeless day with George. An
ardent soccer player who hates staying indoors,
Kevin kept trying to leave the house but George
wouldn’t let him go. They fought about it, as if they
were brothers, but George was adamant. He encouraged him to be patient. Kevin remembers passing the time by doing schoolwork—which he says
would surprise anyone who knew him before his accident—and sitting on the couch with George playing
a soccer video game called “FIFA.”
Eventually he awoke in the hospital.
Later, Kevin mentioned his new roommate to his
mother, calling him a “good spirit.” After he described him his mother showed him a picture of a
man he immediately recognized as George. It was a
picture of Blessed Pier Giorgio Frassati that had
been sent to his mother by a cousin, who suggested
she ask for Frassati’s intercession. (Frassati, a Lay
Dominican, died of polio in 1925 at the age of 24,
after a life in which his family knew him mostly for
his love of mountain climbing, and the poor of Turin
knew him as their beloved friend and benefactor.)
Becker’s mother did so, and placed the picture at his
side. He woke the next day.
Pier Giorgio Frassati, a model of charity who annoyed his father
Kevin had never heard Pier Giorgio Frassati’s name
before his accident.
They say that an encounter with a saint can change
your life; it changed Kevin’s. Not only was he completely healed, he says that he’s better than he was
before his injury. In school he’d always been the
clown sitting in the back row making smart-aleck remarks and not paying attention to his schoolwork.
From the moment he woke, his studies became important to him, and his grades improved remarkably.
The records of Kevin’s case have been sent to the
Vatican; and his recovery may well be the miracle
that leads to Frassati’s canonization. Kevin says he
doesn’t care about that. He doesn’t know why God
healed him as he did, but he’s determined that
God’s work won’t be wasted. And he remains confident of George’s presence nearby, and sometimes
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Blessed Pier Giorgio Frassati
(Continued from previous page)

In 2011, Kevin Becker fell from the second floor of a
house he shared with a couple of college roommates, fracturing his skull in five places and damaging every lobe of his brain. After an emergency operation he lay stable but unresponsive for nine days.
The doctors thought he wouldn’t live; and if he did
he would suffer from gross cognitive deficits.
Less than three weeks after his injury he was
wheeled to the door of the hospital, where he stood
up, slung his bag over his shoulder, and walked to
the car … tossing a football with his brother.
This is not the usual way.
A week after his injury, the doctors were talking of
putting him into a medically induced coma, a lastditch effort. Days later he opened his eyes, and was
soon speaking, standing, and walking normally.
After Kevin left the hospital he went to physical rehab, and found that he was five steps ahead of the
others there, including those who had been in recovery for six months to a year. On October 11th he
took a battery of cognitive tests, and completed
them in just two hours rather than the usual six. A
month later, his doctor asked him how he thought
he’d done. He answered, as he says he would have
answered about any test he took, “I think I did OK.”
The doctor told him he’d done “not just OK,” but as
though he’d never been injured. He was cleared to
return to college where he finished his degree; he
now works making loans to small businesses.
Again, this is not the usual way.
I had the pleasure of hearing Kevin Becker speak
about his experiences on October 29th of this year,
at a celebration of the 800-Year Jubilee of the Dominican Order. During his coma, he remembers
waking up in the house he shared with his friends,
and hearing someone downstairs. That was odd; he
says he’s always the first one up. He investigated,
and in the living room he found a young man he didn’t know.
“Who are you?”
“I’m George, your new roommate.”
“That can’t be. I already have two roommates.”
Truth Be Told 50

“They aren’t around anymore.”
“Oh.”
He then spent a long timeless day with George. An
ardent soccer player who hates staying indoors,
Kevin kept trying to leave the house but George
wouldn’t let him go. They fought about it, as if they
were brothers, but George was adamant. He encouraged him to be patient. Kevin remembers passing the time by doing schoolwork—which he says
would surprise anyone who knew him before his accident—and sitting on the couch with George playing
a soccer video game called “FIFA.”
Eventually he awoke in the hospital.
Later, Kevin mentioned his new roommate to his
mother, calling him a “good spirit.” After he described him his mother showed him a picture of a
man he immediately recognized as George. It was a
picture of Blessed Pier Giorgio Frassati that had
been sent to his mother by a cousin, who suggested
she ask for Frassati’s intercession. (Frassati, a Lay
Dominican, died of polio in 1925 at the age of 24,
after a life in which his family knew him mostly for
his love of mountain climbing, and the poor of Turin
knew him as their beloved friend and benefactor.)
Becker’s mother did so, and placed the picture at his
side. He woke the next day.
Pier Giorgio Frassati, a model of charity who annoyed his father
Kevin had never heard Pier Giorgio Frassati’s name
before his accident.
They say that an encounter with a saint can change
your life; it changed Kevin’s. Not only was he completely healed, he says that he’s better than he was
before his injury. In school he’d always been the
clown sitting in the back row making smart-aleck remarks and not paying attention to his schoolwork.
From the moment he woke, his studies became important to him, and his grades improved remarkably.
The records of Kevin’s case have been sent to the
Vatican; and his recovery may well be the miracle
that leads to Frassati’s canonization. Kevin says he
doesn’t care about that. He doesn’t know why God
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A Meditation on the True Cross

My brethren in Christ,
A year ago this month, Fr. Bruno Cadoré OP, the
87th successor of St. Dominic and Master of the Order of Preachers, celebrated Mass in the Bay Area
to commemorate the 800th Jubilee of the Dominican
family. As a third order member, I was so happy to
see in person all the members of our Order (the friars, cloistered nuns, etc.) worshiping together for
such a momentous occasion. I even got to meet Fr.
Cadoré and receive his blessing.
With that said, the high point for me by far was my
discovery of the relic of the True Cross inside the
church. I didn’t even know it was there but found it
by accident when I was looking around after Mass. It
had never occurred to me that I would have the opportunity to see it without traveling to the Holy Land
or to Europe, and yet there it was, two tiny slivers of
wood in unassuming glory, and emblazoned atop
the display case were the words of my own heart,
AVE VERA CRUX: Hail, O True Cross! That was the
crowning moment of the day for me and a great,
great joy.
As you may have heard on the local news, on August 18, the True Cross was stolen from the very
church that I visited: St. Dominic’s in San Francisco.
Some of the comments left on the parish's Facebook
page read, “Heartbreaking”; “That is truly saddening!
It breaks my spirit to know our Church has been
robbed of something so many people shared!”;
“They might as well be hitting in one of the nails...” I
myself was saddened terribly by the news, more so
than I would have thought. Yet, after looking at the
picture of the True Cross that I had taken last year,
sadness gave way to marvel and to divine consolation, and I remarked to my wife, “how can something
so small save so many lives?”
While the brazen theft of the True Cross reminds us
starkly that souls are still in need of salvation, the
mourning of its loss and ongoing veneration of so
precious a relic by the Catholic faithful remind us
that many souls have been saved and are still being
saved. Indeed, our Lord has already declared from
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the Cross, “It is accomplished” (John 19:30). The
Church recounts to God the Father this accomplishment in the Preface of last month’s feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross: “For you placed the salvation of the human race on the wood of the Cross, so
that, where death arose, life might again spring forth
and the evil one, who conquered on a tree, might
likewise on a tree be conquered, through Christ our
Lord.” Even down to this day, “the same Christ who
offered himself once in a bloody manner on the altar
of the Cross is contained and offered in an unbloody
manner” in the holy sacrifice of the Mass, and so we
have a daily and visible foundation upon which to
hope for the salvation of souls (Catechism of the
Catholic Church No. 1366-1367).
Let us pray earnestly for the repentance of the person who stole the relic and for its safe recovery. Let
us pray earnestly that the thief of the True Cross
may, by that precious wood, undergo the same conversion of heart as the thief on the cross. And let us
pray earnestly that we ourselves respond in loving
obedience to the exhortation contained in the Entrance Antiphon of the aforesaid feast day: “We
should glory in the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, in
whom is our salvation, life and resurrection, through
whom we are saved and delivered.” As St. Paul
says, “God forbid that [we] should glory, save in the
Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ” (Galatians 6:14).
“To glory in a thing is to love it, to esteem it, to place
in it our greatness and happiness. 'Every one glories
in those things in which he places his greatness.' […] The sacred passion of Christ is the
source of all our happiness and good, and the perfect model and school of all virtue. If it be the tender
object of our devotion, if we love and desire always
to meditate on our Redeemer crucified for us, the
sacred instrument of his triumph, the ensign and trophy of his precious victory, and the principal emblem
of his sufferings which it represents to us, and
strongly paints before our eyes, must be always
dear and most amiable to us” (“Discovery of the Holy
Cross,” in Fr. Alban Butler's Lives of the Saints).
Your brother in Christ,
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St. Catherine of Siena: A Saint For Our Times
Barbara M. Bannon

“Buongiorno,” a voice salutes us from the back of
the chapel, and Sister Nancy Murray makes her way
down the aisle in the familiar Dominican black-andwhite habit, pausing to greet people in the audience
along the way. Or is it Saint Catherine of Siena,
coming to visit her namesake church?
Sister Nancy traveled west from her Dominican
motherhouse in Adrian, Michigan, and presented her
one-woman show on the life of St. Catherine to an
appreciative audience on Sunday, December 11.
Her program, which runs about two hours, is based
on the nearly 400 letters that St. Catherine “wrote”
during her lifetime; since she didn’t learn to read or
write until late in her life, many of them were dictated
to others, but they had amazing influence on the recipients, including Pope Gregory XI. Catherine journeyed to Avignon, France, where the pope was in
exile and helped persuade him to return to Rome.
Although Sister Nancy has a script, she improvises
from it freely. Her performance at the Newman Center was sprinkled with references to Salt Lake City,
the Utah Jazz, and the current political climate, and
she interacted continually with the audience, even
inviting some children to come up, play a game, and
dance with her.
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Her portrait of St. Catherine’s
life fell into two parts; the first
chronicled her early life when
she established herself as a
resourceful and independent
young woman. One of the
youngest in a very large Italian family, she refused to
marry, even cutting off her
hair to make herself less attractive. Instead of entering a
convent, she begged to join
the Mantellate, a group of
older widows who went
around Siena doing good
works. The second part depicted her travels throughout
Italy and France, trying to
heal political and religious
divisions. Whether at home
or abroad, she was an outspoken woman with strong
convictions but also loving and loyal to her family
and friends.
Sister Nancy tells St. Catherine’s story by creating
little scenes where she acts out all the parts. She is
always in motion, and her lively sense of humor
keeps the audience laughing throughout the performance, but she also knows how to capture viewers’
attention for more serious moments. Her dramatic
flair comes naturally; she is part of a theatrical family. Her younger brother is actor/comedian Bill Murray, whom she refers to fondly as Billy, and a couple
of her other siblings are actors as well. She grew up
in a large family in Wilmette near Chicago and remains close to her siblings and their families.
Sister Nancy began performing her one-woman
show in 2000, and it has become very popular. She
spends at least half the year on the road and has
traveled as far as Australia and Vietnam with the
program, which she can also perform in Spanish and
Italian. She is also a delightful person. The Lay Dominicans were lucky enough to have dinner with her
the night before her show, and she regaled us with
anecdotes about her life and travels. And what a gift
to be able to have her come and present her show in
this jubilee year of the founding of the Dominican
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From the Chapters

Holy Rosary, Portland

Respectfully submitted,

In November the chapter, along with help from parish members and groups such as the Knights of Columbus and St. Vincent De Paul, organized, filled
and distributed 80 Thanksgiving baskets to the poor
in the parish and neighborhood. This is an annual
apostolate the chapter has successfully taken on for
many years. Thank-you to Cecelia Hoesly who
heads up this endeavor every year.
The chapter also sponsored a Day of Recollection
with Fr.Gariel Mosher, OP to be the presenter on
Dec. 10 but, unfortunately it had to be cancelled due
to inclement weather (snow and Ice) making roads
and sidewalks unsafe.
Sandy Miler presented her last ongoing formation
class in November and is stepping down from this
role in 2017 in order to allow some of the other
chapter members to take responsibility for this. Several chapter members volunteered to be part of a
team that will develop what to study and how it will
be presented and discussed at the chapter meetings. The volunteers are Calvin Smith, Jim and
Molly Wolfe, Annette Wostl and Margaret Fuleki.
They will work with Prioress Cecelia Hoesly and Initial Formation Director Mary Halvorson. The plan is
to begin the new course of study in the January,
2017 meeting.

L-R: Andrea, Richard, Lorna, Charo, Fr. Allen, Gloria, Marie
(with
Marian)
and Perrin
(not in photo is Candace who took
Ms.baby
Roberta
Powell,
O.P.
the photo)

Corpus Christi, Menlo Park

On December 5, 2016, Gloria Serpa represented

Cecelia Hoesly graciously volunteered to host a potluck Epiphany Party in her home on January 8. We
will meet at 9:00 a.m. Mass at Holy Rosary and carpool to Cecelia's after that. Our hope is that the
weather will be more cooperative this year. We tried
to do this last year and it had to be cancelled due to
a snow storm.
Our annual chapter retreat will be on February 24,
25 and 26 at Our Lady of Peace Retreat.
Prayer requests: John White as he continues recovering from a stroke, Eadie Roland, Joyce Timberman, Helen Barnes, John DeZell, Mary Ann Colrud's
brother, Mary Gedeon's niece, Maggie, Margaret
Fuleki's son-in-law, Brian Hayes and Mary Vaetz's
brother-in-law.

Members of the Dominican Laity from Benicia, Las Vegas and
Menlo Park Chapters attending the Closing of the 800th Jubilee
(Continued on next page)
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Chapters
(Continued from previous page)

our chapter in attending the conferral celebration of
Fr Michael Dodds, OP of Master of Theology at St.
Albert’s Priory. Joining her from our chapter was
Candace Suh-Lee who is currently applying to
transfer from St. Bartolo Longo Chapter in Las Vegas. On December 18, 2016, we celebrated our
chapter’s Advent gathering at St. Raymond’s priory
(Arbor House) upon the kind invitation of our chaplain, Fr Allen Duston, OP. We had a wonderful pot-

About 200 members of the Dominican family were in
attendance including friends and associates.
Charo Aguirre

Fr. Anthony Rosevear, OP and the Novices; Sr. Maria Christine,
OP; Fr. Bryan Kromholtz, OP and Charo Aguirre after Sister’s
Talk at Mission San Jose.

luck lunch. We are delighted to have Perrin and Marie Cheney return to our chapter to continue their
discernment as well as to welcome Candace as she
begins her discernment.
On January 14, 2017, Charo Aguirre represented
the chapter at the closing jubilee celebration at Mission San Jose where the Dominican Sisters hosted
the event. The day began with lunch followed by a
talk from a member of each branch of the Order, the
Friars, Nuns, Sisters and Laity and concluded with
Vespers in the Chapel. Among the guest speakers
were Fr. Michael Dodds, OP and Sr Maria Christine, OP (prioress of the Corpus Christi Monastery).

St Dominic, San Diego
December 13, 2016 Fr Vincent Serpa OP served as
celebrant for the first profession of Elizabeth Balmert; the temporary profession of Therese More
and the life profession of Douglas Metz. Following
the reception of professions the Saint Dominic
Chapter of Lay Dominicans of San Diego rejoiced in
the gift of its members as they broke bread and enjoyed community.
Lissa Hutcheson

Bl Margaret of Castello, Boise
Members of the chapter participated in the annual
Right to Life March held in Boise on January 21st.
Just hours before the demonstration seemed unlikely as snow belted Idaho's capital city again. However, the new fallen snow miraculously disappeared
and the temperature even raised considerably giving
people assurance for an almost balmy event! Ap-

(Continued on next page)
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https://youtu.be/jGy0IG8Xi80

the Dominican table displaying some of the items
from the Dominican store and providing information
on the only Lay Chapter in the state of Idaho.
proximately 300 people joined Bishop Peter Christensen in his opening prayer at the Capitol footsteps.
Catherine Adair, former counselor at Planned
Parenthood in Boston, and special guest speaker,
shared her personal story on becoming an advocate
for life once she actually witnessed
abortion procedures in the clinic.

In addition to the Sister Nancy interview on Catholic
Radio, in December David Charnock and John Keenan did an interview with Fr Mark Padrez OP. The
concept is to do a monthly series of interviews. The

Chapter members holding the
Chapter banner (from left, Prior
Leslie
Fitzpatrick, Treasurer
Mike Turner, friend Tom Ineck,
and Maria Turner).
The chapter was invited to help
promote Sr Nancy Murray OP's
performance of Catherine of Siena
when she appeared in Boise on
January 15th, sponsored by Our
Lady of the Rosary parish. Many
of the members actively promoted
the play by distributing posters to
their parishes. The chapter was
invited to host a parish “Dominican
Sunday”, and John Keenan produced a short video that was
shown after all the weekend Masses.
David Charnock interviewed Sister Nancy on Boise's Catholic Salt
and Light Radio Station. Members
served as greeters at the event
and helped Carolyn Reese man
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So let us remain with Jesus, the eternal and
incarnate Wisdom. Apart from him, there is
nothing but aimless wandering, untruth and
death. "I am the way, I am the truth, I am the
life" (Jn. 14:6). Now let us see the effects of
Wisdom in souls.
The Love of Eternal Wisdom, St. Louis de Montfort

Mary, our mother

“Frequently he made a special personal petition that God would deign to grant him a genuine charity, effective in caring for and obtaining
the salvation of men. For he believed that only
then would he be truly a member of Christ,
when he had given himself totally for the salvation of men, just as the Lord Jesus, the Savior of all, had offered himself completely for
our salvation. So, for this work, after a lengthy
period of careful and provident planning, he
founded the Order of Friars Preachers.”
Libellus de principiis O.P. Office of Readings, Aug 8

And mother of the Redeemer,
Gate of heaven and Star of the sea,
Come to the aid of your people,
Who have sinned,
Yet also yearn to rise again!
Come to the Church’s aid,
Enlighten your devoted children,
Strengthen the faithful throughout the world,
Let those who have drifted
Hear your call,
And may they who live as prisoners of evil
Be converted!
Pope John Paul II

Contact Truth Be Told
mark.gross.op@gmail.com
1605 N Eagle Creek Way
Eagle, ID 83616


Please notify by email if you would like to
be added to the regular emailing list.

There is no subscription fee.
Truth Be Told is a bimonthly publication. It is released
on or around the first bimonthly, by email and web
(http://oplaitywest.org/newsletters). Deadline for contributions is one week before the end of the month (but
preferably by the 15th of the prior month).
Editor – Mark Gross

Let us, then, not light the lamp by
contemplation and action, only to put
it under a bushel - that lamp, I mean,
which is the enlightening word of
knowledge - lest we be condemned
for restricting by the letter the incomprehensible power of wisdom. Rather
let us place it upon the lampstand of
holy Church, on the heights of true
contemplation, where it may kindle
for all men the light of divine teaching.
-St. Maximus the Confessor
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Submissions to the Editor
Readers are encouraged to contribute letters or articles, in particular presentations made at chapter meetings. We cannot guarantee that all will be published,
and we reserve the right to edit submissions. The purpose of sharing submissions is to pass on relevant information and suggestions for proclaiming the Good
News of the Gospel according to the charism of St.
Dominic, and in accord with the Catechism of the Catholic Church.
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